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Invasive head and neck cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma:
clinical and histopathological characteristics, frequency of

local recurrence and metastasis*
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Abstract: BACKGROUND: squamous cell carcinoma is the second most common type of skin malignancy and may
evolve to regional lymph node and distant metastases. 
OBJECTIVE: The objective of this study was to evaluate patients with head and neck cutaneous squamous cell car-
cinoma to identify its clinical and histopathological characteristics, as well as the frequency of local recurrence
and metastasis. 
METHODS: A retrospective cohort of patients with head and neck cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma. Inclusion
criteria: histopathological confirmation, follow-up for longer than one year after diagnosis. Exclusion criteria:
immunosuppression; lip and oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma; and non-surgical resection of the lesion. We
evaluated demographic, clinical and anatomopathologic findings and explored their associations. 
RESULTS: Sixty-one patients with 79 tumors and followed by 4.8±3.0 years were selected. The average age was 67.1
years, and 63% of tumors had up to two centimeters. Seven tumors (8.9%) recurred and two of them had posi-
tive margins. Recurrence was associated with higher Broders’ grade (p<0.01). Two patients (3.3%) had regional
lymph node metastases. There were no distant metastases. Seventy tumors were considered to be usual tumors
(89.7%), and 68 (87.2%) were classified as Broders’ grade 1 and 2. Additionally, 64.1% of tumors had a depth of
invasion below four millimeters. Thirteen tumors (16.7%) had positive histological margins. 
CONCLUSIONS: Most patients had good prognosis in the first year of follow-up, confirming that head and neck
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma has a better prognosis than squamous cell carcinoma of other regions such
as mucosa, oral cavity, and internal organs.
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lip SCC. Chemical products (such as arsenic and poly-
cyclic hydrocarbons), human papilloma virus infec-
tions, immunosuppression, scars, and other chronic
ulcerated dermatoses are other less frequent risk fac-
tors for the development of cutaneous SCC.3,4

This neoplasm can be totally cured, depending
on tumor staging and individual characteristics.
When the neoplasm cannot be cured, it can progress
to metastasis, especially to regional lymph nodes, on
average one or two years after diagnosis.5-7 Since pho-
toexposed areas, especially head and neck, are the
most affected by SCC, metastasis usually involves the
lymph nodes located in these regions.

INTRODUCTION
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is a malignant

keratinocytic neoplasm1 that represents the second
most common skin cancer. It has an invasive nature
and may evolve to metastases to regional lymph
nodes and distant organs.2 

SCC accounts for nearly 20% of epithelial neo-
plasms and predominates in Caucasians, especially in
those living in tropical regions, due to chronic sun irra-
diation, which is an important risk factor for the disease.3

It is more common in males and individuals
older than 50 years, because of the cumulative dose
effect of ultraviolet solar radiation on skin and also
because of smoking, a significant risk factor for lower
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The incidence of patients with cutaneous SCC
who develop lymph node metastasis is low, nearly 2
to 3%. This is the case for previously untreated immu-
nocompetent patients with small (<2 cm) and shallow
(<4 mm) lesions, who are considered low-risk
patients.8

High-risk patients are defined as those whose
likelihood of developing metastasis to head and neck
lymph nodes is greater than 5%, based on unfavorable
factors related to the lesion and the patient.8,9

Therefore, the prognosis of cutaneous SCC
depends mainly on clinical staging, the site affected
by the tumor, lymph node involvement, and presence
of distant metastasis.10

The aim of this study was to evaluate patients
with head and neck cutaneous SCC on oncologic fol-
low-up with the purpose of identifying their clinical
and histopathological characteristics, as well as the
frequency of local recurrences and metastases. The
identification of factors that are possibly related to
SCC prognosis may be useful for the development of
better treatment and prevention strategies.

METHODS
This was a retrospective cross-sectional study

including patients diagnosed with invasive head and
neck SCC confirmed by anatomic pathology tests bet-
ween 1999 and 2003. This research complied with the
principles set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the local research ethics committee.

- Inclusion criteria
• Diagnosis of invasive primary head and neck

SCC confirmed by anatomic pathology tests.
• Outpatient follow-up of at least one year after

anatomic pathology diagnosis.

- Exclusion criteria
• Immunosuppressed patients
• Patients with lip and oral SCC (whether pre-

vious or current)
• Patients who had previously undergone radia-

tion therapy
• Patients who underwent treatments other than

surgical resection of the lesion.

SCC was considered primary or de novo when it
occurred for the first time on a given site of the skin.
Local recurrence occurred when the tumor developed
on the same site of a tumor resected in a previous sur-
gery, whether its margin was classified as positive or
negative on anatomopathological exam.

Locoregional metastasis occurred when aspira-
tion cytology and/or anatomopathological exam on
surgical specimens or biopsies of lymph nodes from

submandibular, cervical and/or parotid regions sho-
wed atypical squamous cells. Distant metastasis
occurred when there were atypical cells in organs and
tissues and/or lymph nodes located at sites other than
cervical and submandibular regions.

The study analyzed demographic variables
(gender, and age at tumor onset) and clinical variables
(number, location and size of lesions; duration of
lesions; presence of clinically abnormal lymph nodes;
presence of masses on the parotid region; presence of
recurrence, locoregional metastasis, and distant metas-
tasis; time of follow-up; and personal history of smo-
king, alcoholism, other malignant neoplasms, immu-
nosuppression, albinism, xeroderma pigmentosum).

Anatomopathological variables were obtained
after histological slides were reviewed by a physician
specialized in dermatology and pathology. Because it
was a blinded study, the examiner was unaware of the
evolution of the cases analyzed. The following histo-
pathological criteria were considered:

Macroscopy: size of the lesion in centimeters•
and of lateral margins in millimeters;

Histological type: usual, achantolytic, fusiform•
cells, verrucous, SCC in Bowen’s disease, desmoplas-
tic, adenosquamous (production of mucin)

Presence or absence of ulceration;•
Degree of differentiation (Broders’ grade):•

grade 1 (<  25% of undifferentiated cells), grade 2
(³  25% and <50%), grade 3 (³ 50% and  <  75%), and
grade 4 (³ 75%);

Tumor thickness in millimeters (Breslow thick-•
ness);

Occurrence of perineural invasion;•
Occurrence of perivascular invasion;•
Histological margins: free of tumor, positive•

lateral margins, positive deep margins, positive lateral
and deep margins, margins with in situ SCC, margins
with actinic keratosis, and tiny margins (smaller than
1 mm);

Smallest deep margin free of tumor (in millime-•
ters);

Changes in adjacent skin: no changes, actinic•
keratosis, and solar lentigo; 

Inflammatory infiltrate: mild, moderate, and•
severe.

Categorical variables were represented as per-
centages and quantitative variables as mean and stan-
dard deviation or median and interquartile range
(percentile 25-percentile 75) if data normality was not
checked using the Lilliefors test.

Database was created and analyzed using the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences software (SPPS
Inc., Chicago, USA), version 20.0. Percentages were
compared by the chi-square, chi-square for linear trend,
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and Fisher’s exact tests. Student’s t and Mann-Whitney
tests were used to compare quantitative variables. The
correlation between quantitative variables was investi-
gated using Pearson’s or Spearman’s coefficients, if
applicable. Significance level was set at 5%.

RESULTS
We selected 61 patients with 100 tumors of head

and neck cutaneous SCC. Twenty-one tumors were
excluded from the study because they did not meet
inclusion criteria and one tumor was excluded because
histological material was not available. Thus, 79 tumors
underwent clinical analysis and 78 tumors were analy-
zed by means of anatomopathological exam.

In terms of gender, 35 of the 61 patients were
men (57.4%). The mean age at tumor onset was
67.1±13.3 years. Thirteen patients (21.3%) had a histo-
ry of smoking and four patients (6.5%) had a history
of alcohol abuse.

Forty patients (65.6%) had only one head and
neck cutaneous SCC, 14 patients (22.9%) had two car-
cinomas, and two patients (3.3%) had more than three
lesions. Those patients who had one tumor had a
chance of 22.2% of having a second tumor.

The median duration of the tumors was 12 (6-
36) months. The mean tumor size was 1.7±0.9 cm, and
63.4% of the tumors had up to 3 cm in diameter (T1).

Regarding the site of head and neck cutaneous
SCC, over 75% of cases were detected in the mandibu-
lar, maxillary, frontal, nasal, and ear regions (Table 1).

Patients were followed up for a median period
of 5 (2-7) years. Seven tumors recurred (8.9%) and
85.8% of these recurrences happened within the first
three years of follow-up (Table 2). Of the seven recur-
rent tumors, two had positive surgical margins on the
anatomic pathology test and one patient with relapse
showed regional metastasis. There was no association
between site and tumor recurrence (Table 1).

Seventy tumors were classified as usual tumors
(89.7%) and eight were considered to be acantholytic
(10.3%). Fifty-two tumors were ulcerated (66.7%). In
terms of histological differentiation (Broders), tumors
with higher grades were more likely to relapse (Table 1).

Two patients had metastases to regional lymph
nodes (3.3%); one with a lesion in the
mandibular/maxillary region and the other one in the
neck. In one of these patients, metastasis occurred in the
first year of follow-up and the other patient had metas-
tasis in the fourth year of follow-up. No patient had
metastases in the parotid region or distant metastases.

The median thickness of the tumors was 3 (2-4)
mm. Fifty tumors (64.1%) were between 1- and 4-mm
thick (Table 2). There was no correlation between
Breslow thickness and the duration of the tumors (rs=-
0.1; p=0.53), or association with recurrence (p=0.65).

Most tumors showed no perivascular infiltrate
or perineural invasion. There was no association of
perineural invasion and perivascular infiltrate with
tumor recurrence (Table 1). Fifty-eight tumors (74.4%)
had free histological margins and 13 tumors (16.7%)
had positive surgical margins (Table 3).

Fifty-four tumors (69.3%) had 1- to 4-mm free
deep margins, and 14 tumors (17.9%) had margins lar-
ger than 4 mm. The median of free deep margins was
2.0 (1-4) mm (Table 3). As to the smallest free lateral
margin, the size of 53 tumors (67.9%) was between 1
and 4 mm, and the size of 11 tumors (14.1%) was lar-
ger than 4 mm.  The median of free lateral margins
was 2.0 (1-4) mm (Table 3).

Regarding the inflammatory infiltrate, there
was no association between intensity and Broders’
grade (p=0.41) or relapse (Table 1).

All tumors with positive surgical margins were
surgically re-approached. There was no association
with the involvement of the surgical margin and
recurrence (Table 1).

DISCUSSION
Because its main risk factor is exposure to ultra-

violet rays from the sun, cutaneous SCC affects the
head and neck region more often. Although cutaneous
SCC is a common malignant neoplasm in Brazil, there
are few national studies about the factors that have an
influence on its prognosis.11

We found a slight male predominance and mean
age for tumor onset was 67 years, which is in agree-
ment with other studies.12,13 Most patients had only one
tumor in the head and neck region. A large proportion
of patients developed other skin tumors during the fol-
low-up period. It is worth mentioning that immuno-
suppressed patients, such as transplant recipients,
were excluded. The development of more than one
tumor in the head and neck may be related to the
cumulative dose effect of solar ultraviolet radiation
associated with genetic predisposition. A prospective
study of 300 patients with skin cancer showed that
two-thirds of the patients developed a new skin tumor
within 10 years.14 It has been demonstrated that a his-
tory of skin tumors and male gender are risk factors for
other neoplasms, such as SCC and melanomas.14,15.

The size of the SCC upon diagnosis is impor-
tant because it is related to patient’s prognosis. The
increase in tumor size is associated with increased risk
of recurrence and regional lymph node metastases.16

As the tumor size was equal to or smaller than 2 cm in
diameter, most patients in this study was classified as
stage T1 based on the TNM classification

However, size is only a prognostic criterion.
Other anatomic pathologic criteria of the tumor
should be considered, such as depth of invasion, his-
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Location Frequency Recurrence p
N (%) N (%)

Neck 3 (4) 1 (33) 0.88
Ear 5 (6) - (-)
Lip* and chin 5 (6) - (-)
Mandibular and maxillary 20 (25) 3 (15)
Frontal 18 (23) 1 (6)
Pre- and retroauricular 7 (9) - (-)
Scalp 4 (5) 1 (25)
Nasal 16 (20) 1 (6)
Unspecified 1 (1) - (-)

Broders' grade
I 41 (53) 2 (5) <0.01
II 27 (35) 2 (7)
III 3 (4) - (-)
IV 7 (9) 3 (43)

Inflammatory infiltrate
Mild 34 (43) 1 (3) 0.22
Moderate 26 (33) 4 (15)
Severe 18 (24) 2 (11)

Surgical margins
Free of tumor 67 (86) 5 (7) 0.25
Positive 11 (14) 2 (18)

Perivascular infiltrate
No 71 (91) 6 (8) 0.48
Yes 7 (9) 1 (14)

Perineural infiltrate
No 72 (94) 6 (8) 0.38
Yes 5 (6) 1 (20)

TABLE 1: Frequency and presence of recurrence in cutaneous head and neck SCC according to topography (N=79), Broders'
grade, inflammatory infiltrate, perineural invasion, and positive margins (N=78)

* not included labial mucosa

tological differentiation grade, presence of perineural
and lymphovascular invasion, because many patients
in stages T1 and T2 may develop regional and distal
metastases.3,17

Most head and neck cutaneous SCCs were loca-
ted in the mandibular, maxillary, frontal, nasal, auricu-
lar, pre- and retroauricular regions. Lesions in the ear
and in its surrounding region are related to higher inci-
dence of regional metastasis.18,19 There are studies sug-
gesting that elective regional lymphadenectomy should
be performed in patients with high-risk SCC in this
region.19,20 In the present study, there were 12 lesions in
the ear and its surrounding region, and there was no

recurrence and related metastases. This may be due to
the fact that we found only seven recurrences and two
metastases, which hindered the statistical analysis.

During the follow-up period, 8.9% of tumors
had local recurrence. Half of the recurrences occurred
within the first year after tumor resection, and the
other half occurred up to three years after resection.
Recurrence is also associated with regional metastasis.
About one third of the patients with recurrence sho-
wed positive histological margins. Patients with
incomplete resection are at increased risk for recurren-
ce and subsequent regional metastasis.16,21 Veness et
al.  found 15% of recurrence in patients who had
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metastatic disease.3 Another study found that 50% of
SCC lesions with positive margins recurred with con-
sequent increased risk of developing metastases.22

In terms of histological findings, most head and
neck SCCs were considered to be usual tumors and
were ulcerated. Most tumors showed invasion level
between 1 and 4 mm, which probably contributes to
the good prognosis of most patients. It is worth men-
tioning that 17 tumors had more than 4 mm of inva-
sion, however there was no correlation between recur-
rence and Breslow’s classification. A depth of invasion
greater than 4 mm is an important predictor for regio-
nal lymph node metastases.3,23 A study of head and
neck SCC showed that only 17% of patients had metas-
tases when their lesions were smaller than 4-mm deep,
compared with 83% of patients with metastases when
their lesions were larger than 4 mm in depth.6

In addition, most cases had well-differentiated
tumors, which reinforced the good prognosis of most
patients. Poorly differentiated SCCs are associated
with higher incidence of regional metastases.23 The
incidence of undifferentiated lesions in a series of
patients with SCC was significantly higher in patients
who developed metastases.16 In our study, tumors
with higher Broder’s grades were more likely to recur.

Although perineural and perivascular invasion
is a risk factor for recurrences and metastases, these
occurred in a small number of tumors (6.4 and 9.0%
respectively) in our study, and there was no correlation
with recurrence.23,24 These findings may be explained
by the low frequency of recurrences and metastases we
found, with the need for a larger sample. Other studies
showed that perineural invasion occurred in approxi-
mately 5-10% of tumors, and this was usually an inci-
dental finding related to lymph node metastasis.16,25

The histological margins of most tumors were
free of neoplasm, but the measures of the smallest free
margins are a finding of interest. The smallest deep
and lateral margins free of tumors measured less than
4 mm in 75.7% and 75.9% of tumors, respectively. The
deep and lateral margins were positive in 6.4% and
10.3% of tumors, respectively. Therefore, the deep and
lateral margins of approximately 80% to 86% of
tumors respectively showed inadequate margins from
the safety standpoint, since the recommended macros-
copic margin is 4 mm. It has been demonstrated that
there is contraction of the elastic fibers after surgical
resection, causing a reduction of the microscopic mar-
gin in relation to the macroscopic margin, which may
explain in part our results. Another factor to be consi-
dered is that the free macroscopic margins may inclu-
de undetectable microscopic lesions. Despite this per-
centage of tumors with microscopic margins smaller
than 4 mm, most cases had a good prognosis because
only seven tumors recurred.

Time for recurrence N %
Less than 1 year 3 42.9
Between 1 and 2 years 2 28.6
Between 2 and 3 years 1 14.3
Between 3 and 4 years - -
Between 4 and 5 years 1 14.3
More than 5 years - -

Tumor thickness (mm)
<1 5 6.4
1-2 15 19.2
2-3 17 21.8
3-4 18 23.1
4-5 6 7.7
5-6 7 9.0
6-7 - -
> or = 7 10 12.8

TABLE 2: Time for recurrence of the seven recurrent head and
neck SCCs, and thickness (level of invasion) of 78 SCCs

Margins N %
Free of tumor 58 74.4
Positive lateral margins 6 7.8
Positive deep margins 2 2.5
Positive lateral and deep margins 5 6.4
Actinic keratosis 4 5.1
Tiny margins 3 3.8

Smallest free deep margin (mm)
<1 5 6.4
1-2 30 38.5
2-3 12 15.4
3-4 12 15.4
4-5 9 11.5
5-6 2 2.6
>6 3 3.8
Positive 5 6.4

Smallest free lateral margin (mm)
<1 6 7.7
1-2 15 19.2
2-3 22 28.2
3-4 16 20.5
4-5 7 9.0
5-6 1 1.3
>6 3 3.8
Positive 8 10.3

TABLE 3: Presence of tumor on histological margins and
smallest histological margins free of tumor in the 78 SCCs
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There is no consensus regarding the definition
of acceptable surgical margins for SCC. In a series of
patients who had their tumors resected with minimal
margins of 3 mm, only 3% had recurrence with a mean
follow-up period of 5.1 years.26 In another study, in the
SCCs smaller than 2 cm that were resected with surgi-
cal margins of 4 mm and in the SCCs larger than 2 cm
that were resected with surgical margins of 6 mm, 95%
of tumors had microscopic margins free of
cancer.27 The patients with inadequately resected SCCs
should undergo very close follow-up, since there is
increased risk of recurrence and metastasis. New sur-
gery combined with radiotherapy intervention should
be considered in these cases.28

Our results confirm that skin SCC has a diffe-
rent behavior from SCCs in other regions, such as
SCCs in the mucosa, oral cavity, and internal organs
(lungs), where the incidence of metastases is higher.
Only two patients (3.3%) had metastases in regional
lymph nodes. This result is similar to the findings of
other studies where the frequency of metastatic cuta-
neous SCC in regional lymph nodes is low, i.e., less
than 5% of cases.9,29 The following are considered risk
factors for regional and distant metastases: lesions lar-
ger than 2 cm, lesion depth greater than 4 mm, incom-
plete or inadequate margin resection, recurrent
tumors, undifferentiated tumors, lymphovascular and
perineural invasion, location near the parotid gland
(auricular, temporal, frontal, and anterior scalp
regions), and immunosuppression.6,8,9,28,30 Often,
patients at high risk for metastases have more than
one risk factor.

Although some patients have high risk for
regional lymph node metastases, prophylactic lymp-
hadenectomy is still controversial in these patients
due to lack of evidence in the literature. In its guideli-
ne for management of patients with cutaneous SCC,
the British Association of Dermatologists does not
recommend prophylactic lymphadenectomy because
of insufficient evidence.31 Adjuvant radiotherapy is an
alternative to be considered in high-risk patients,
since recent evidence has shown that it improves loco-
regional control and survival of patients with cuta-
neous SCCA.9,28

In the present study, the retrospective design
and the patients’ old age prevented the determination
of skin type (Fitzpatrick classification), a major epide-
miological risk factor for SCC. This did not prevent
the determination of clinical and histopathological
characterization and the proposed analysis of recur-
rences and metastases.

Oncological follow-up of patients with skin
SCC is important because of the risk of recurrence and
spread, as well as determination of risky skin types,
recommendations for sun protection, early treatment
of actinic keratoses, and field cancerization.32-34

CONCLUSION
Most patients had good prognosis, confirming

that head and neck skin SCC has a better prognosis
than in other regions, such as mucosa, oral cavity, and
internal organs (e.g., lungs).q
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